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1. INTRODUCTION

The automation of test generation has been attracting many researchers due to the benefits it promises in terms of cost saving and test quality improvement. Various approaches to structure-oriented test generation for object-oriented class testing have been suggested [2, 11, 12, 13, 18, 6, 10, 15], tool support is also available on the market (e.g. [1, 3, 8]). The approaches aim at generating a preferably compact set of tests that achieve high structural coverage of the source code of the class under test.

However, existing approaches are limited in the presence of non-public methods: either, they break the encapsulation of the class under test and directly access non-public data and methods to increase code coverage; or they do not address the test of non-public methods at all, meaning that they test non-public methods only partially (as a by-product of the tests of the public methods). Breaking encapsulation during testing appears tempting since it greatly facilitates the setting of object states, the observability of object behavior, and the invocation of non-public methods – and hence the achievement of high code coverage. On the other hand, it can lead to inconsistent objects which do not comply with their class invariants. Then objects are tested which can never occur when the class under test is integrated into an application and is used via its public interface only. The degree of achieved code coverage is deceptive in this case. In addition, tests involving breaking of encapsulation are susceptible to be broken when class refactorings, such as the renaming of a private attribute, are performed. To the best of our knowledge, related work in the area of object-oriented unit test generation does not explicitly discuss covering non-public methods without breaking encapsulation.

This paper proposes an improvement of our approach to automatic test generation for class testing. It extends our previous work in that objective functions are defined also for test goals (i.e. uncovered code elements) belonging to non-public methods, as opposed to the original approach where objective functions were defined for test goals of public methods only. This enables the increase of code coverage for non-public methods by solely using the public class interface. Additionally, a new representation of test sequences is suggested that removes the separation of the search space into method call sequence space and parameter space. This enables the application of a much simpler search algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recapitulates our evolutionary class testing approach. Section 3 describes the improvements of the approach. Section 4 reports on the
experiments performed to examine the improvements, and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. EVOLUTIONARY CLASS TESTING

Evolutionary structural testing [4, 9, 16] is a search-based approach to software test generation. Its main idea is to transform the task of creating tests that achieve high structural coverage of the source code of the unit under test to a set of optimization problems, each of which an evolutionary algorithm tries to solve. Each uncovered code element (e.g. in the case of branch testing each branch of the control flow graph of the software under test) becomes a test goal for which a covering test is sought by heuristically exploring the space of all conceivable tests. An evolutionary algorithm is a meta-heuristic optimization technique that relies on the principles of selection, variation, and the survival of the fittest, according to the Darwinian theory of evolution. It maintains a set of candidate solutions to the search problem at hand and iteratively improves the single solutions by selecting promising solutions based on their fitness, combining them and mutating them to obtain new solutions that are potentially better with respect to the optimization problem. This procedure of selection and variation is repeated until a predefined termination criterion applies, e.g. the maximum allowed number of iterations of the evolutionary cycle is exceeded or a sufficiently good solution has been encountered. The fitness of a candidate solution originates from the objective function which numerically expresses the suitability of a candidate.

Evolutionary class testing (ECT) [15, 14] applies genetic programming [5], a particular evolutionary algorithm, to generate test sequences, i.e. sequences of method calls that create objects, manipulate their states, and call the method to be examined. ECT uses a tree-based representation of test sequences in order to account for the method call dependencies and thus to minimize the occurrence of unexecutable test sequences. For each test goal, ECT defines an individual objective function. This objective function measures the distance between the targeted test goal and the execution flow produced when a candidate test sequence is being executed (an instrumented version of the source under test is used to allow for execution flow comprehension). ECT composes the following three distance metrics for the definition of an objective function: method call distance, approach level, and branch distance. Method call distance accounts for the premature termination of the execution of a candidate test sequence due to a runtime exception. It relates to the number of unexecuted methods. Approach level refers to the number of potential problem nodes that lay on the shortest path from the actual problem node to the targeted test goal. A problem node with respect to a test goal is a node of the control flow graph at which execution can diverge down a branch that prevents the test goal from being attainable. Branch distance relates to the predicate assigned to the actual problem node; it expresses how “far” the evaluation of the predicate was away from being evaluated to the opposite boolean outcome.

3. EXTENSIONS

We suggest two improvements to the evolutionary class testing approach: a major improvement concerning objective function design in order to address testing non-public methods, and a minor improvement concerning the underlying representation in order to simplify the evolutionary search algorithm.

3.1 Covering Non-Public Methods

Generating a test sequence that covers a test goal belonging to a non-public method means generating a test that indirectly invokes that non-public method with both suitable arguments (if any required) and suitable object states. To this end, the search for a covering test sequence can be decomposed into two subtasks: first, test sequences are sought which invoke the non-public method. Such an invocation might be control-dependent on several conditions; therefore, the search must first succeed in satisfying the control-dependent conditions favorably. Second, once test sequences invoking the non-public method under question are encountered, the search must concentrate on satisfying the conditions of the non-public method on which the test goal is control-dependent favorably. We perform a static analysis to identify all statements of the public methods of the class under test which involve a call to the non-public method under question. These statements will be referred to as call points. An individual evolutionary search is carried out for each call point. We construct the objective function for a test goal of a non-public method in such a way that it rewards test sequences that cover the call point. If the call point is not covered by a candidate test sequence, the three distance metrics are calculated with respect to the call point. In addition, a constant penalty $\tau$ is added to the objective value that indicates that the call point has not been reached. Otherwise, if the call point has been reached but the test goal was not attained, the distance metrics approach level and branch distance are calculated with respect to the test goal.

$$\omega(c, g) = \begin{cases} 
\lambda d_{\text{AL}}(g) + d_{\text{B}}(g) & c \text{ reached} \\
\lambda d_{\text{MC}}(c) + d_{\text{AL}}(c) + d_{\text{B}}(c) + \tau & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$

Equation 1 shows the objective function $\omega$ for call point $c$ and test goal $g$, where $d_{\text{MC}}$ is the method call distance, $d_{\text{AL}}$ is the approach level, $d_{\text{B}}$ is the branch distance, and $\tau$ is a constant penalty. The value of $\tau$ must be chosen in such a manner that it is greater than the greatest possible value of $d_{\text{AL}}$ and $d_{\text{B}}$. The resulting objective function also accounts for runtime exceptions in correspondence with [14].

In the case that a private method is called only by another private method, chains of call points result from the static analysis. The objective function must account for such a chain by rewarding test sequences that cover it. We suggest adding the penalty $\tau$ multiple times, depending on the length of the uncovered chain.

3.2 Improved Representation Design

In our previous work, we employed a hybrid evolutionary algorithm: on the first search level, test sequence fragments (method call sequences without arguments) were sought, while on the second level, for each candidate test sequence fragment the corresponding parameter values were sought. However, this hybrid search algorithm is expensive: a completely new parameter search is carried out for each fragment, good parameter values from previous parameter searches are not
reused. In order to simplify the search and thus make it more economic, we suggest a modification of the representation of test sequences: primitive values are now also part of a method call tree, meaning that the method call dependence graph also includes primitive types; methods can be call-dependent on a primitive type then. Additionally, we introduce the type selector; each class-type argument of a method implies an additional call dependence on the selector type. Values of this type are positive integers which are interpreted as parameter object selectors (refer to [15] for this concept). The value range of a selector value is adapted to the actual range of candidate objects using the modulo operator. Figure 1 exemplifies the new representation. At the top, it shows a method call tree representing a test sequence fragment (point in sequence space). Together with the vector (24, 3) (point in parameter space), the fragment will be completed to the following test sequence:

```java
Integer i1 = new Integer(24);
Object o1 = new Object();
Object o2 = o1.clone();
boolean b = i1.equals(/3-->/ o2);
```

Note that the parameter selector value 3 (second vector element) is mapped to instance o2 since o2 is the 3rd candidate parameter object for the call to method equals. At the bottom, the figure shows a method call tree that already includes the parameter information and represents the same test sequence as the fragment and the vector together (point in the unified search space).

![Figure 1: Method call trees](image)

4. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented the evolutionary class testing approach in the tool EvoUnit and used it to carry out a case study with 34 real-world classes taken from five different open-source Java projects. Due to space restrictions, we present the results of only 7 test objects which are supposed to be a representative subset. Table 1 lists the test objects along with the results achieved by EvoUnit. EvoUnit uses the genetic programming system ECJ [17], which was configured as follows: 50 candidate solutions in 1 global population, uniform tree initialization, tournament selection (tournament size 7), subtree crossover, ERC mutation, demotion mutation, promotion mutation, pure reinsertion, 200 generations at most.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test object</th>
<th>ELOC</th>
<th>b_T</th>
<th>b_N</th>
<th>Cov</th>
<th>Evals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CodeSource</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87.0%</td>
<td>152853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedList</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
<td>27398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StringTokenizer</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>23299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeSet</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>19803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>45558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertex</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87.0%</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>10006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Test objects and EvoUnit results

gives the number of executable lines of code. Column b_T shows the total number of branches of the class, while column b_N shows the number of branches of the non-public methods. Column Cov shows the branch coverage achieved by EvoUnit, whereas column Evals shows the number of objective function evaluations needed. The last two columns are averages over 50 independent runs. Figure 2 contrasts EvoUnit (light-gray bars) with a random test sequence generator (dark-gray bars). It shows the achieved coverages by both approaches and indicates the statistical significance of the differences using stars: no star means the difference is due to change, one star means the difference is real with a probability of 0.95%, and two stars mean the difference is real with a probability of 0.99%. The results suggest that EvoUnit achieved higher coverages than the random approach in average.

![Figure 2: EvoUnit vs. Random Testing](image)

Figure 3 suggests the effectiveness of the improvement concerning the coverage of non-public methods. It shows the results from table 1 (light-gray bars), contrasted with the results obtained with EvoUnit without the improvement (dark-gray bars). The shown coverages refer to the non-public methods of the test objects and are also averaged over 50 runs.
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Figure 3: Improved EvoUnit vs. original EvoUnit